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We can source any type of flooring to order including exotic timbers and different hand finishes 

 

TOP QUALITY ENGINEERED FLOORING 
 

Details of our engineered boards        
We use only top quality plywood boards as the foundation for our top quality 
engineered flooring. The plywood is made up of several layers of birch; each layer 
has the grain running in opposite directions which will make sure that the top layer 
has a very hard surface on which to adhere.  
                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                 

 
 
 
 
 
 
The engineered boards we supply will look no different when installed than solid 
wood. We only supply flooring over 150mm in engineered boards to ensure a trouble 
free installation with no chance of movement in the flooring once laid. Our boards are 
perfect for under floor heating whatever the system.  
 
We operate a stringent manufacturing process where the plywood boards are tested 
before being processed. The top layer is then applied using the latest adhesives and 
the board is put through a “balancing” process to ensure that the moisture content of 
the plywood boards matches that of the solid top layer. The quality of our engineered 
floor boards has to be seen to be believed and we advise that you ask for a sample.  
 
Engineered wood flooring 19mm thick x 220mm wide with a 4mm top layer  
This is a new range that is becoming very successful due to its lower cost because 
of the saving of 1mm from the solid top layer. We have boards in random length and 
also in lengths of 1900mm. You cannot mix these boards with our 20mm thick floors. 
 
Engineered wood flooring 20mm thick with a 5mm top layer.  
One of our most popular boards, these are 150mm wide or 189mm wide. You can 
mix the board widths and also random lengths with long length boards to create that 
old fashioned look, especially with our antique boards. Lengths range from random 
400mm to 1800mm to boards all being 1860mm long.  
 
Engineered wood flooring 21mm thick with a 6mm top layer  
This is our specialist range with a 6mm solid top layer of our American Walnut 
flooring which comes in widths of 125mm, 150mm and 189mm.  

 
The dark part above is the solid top layer of Walnut or Oak     The picture above shows the eight  
                layers of finish.                                                             


